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names and contact numbers of
the current committee.

And today’s run? As the
good “doctor” heaved himself
out of bed and puffed away at
his first cigar, pulled on his
well-tailored (and only) twill
trousers and his best (and
only) golf shoes, it occurred to
him he was to lay the trail. His
last flour had been used for
the last trail he laid, yonks
back! But no, for his Christmas
cooking - which never did
materialise - he had bought
flour, still in his boot. Time for
another cigar: grey outside,
rain lashing down.

Fortune smiled on him. The
weather decided miraculously
to improve; spring in the air
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and in his step! Off to Ockham
Common. A third cigar while he
decided whether or not to cross
the A3, or even the M25; no,
we have often done the one,
never the other, steer clear of
those. Ah! a year ago there had
been a success, getting Gerry
Gurney lost; no Gurney today,
but why not do the same run in
reverse? A master stroke! No
one in the pack will ever latch
on. Away we go.

Over the duck boards to the
verge of Bolder Mere. An easy
check, to lull suspicions, on to
Elm Corner, where Sir Ray
attracted a few misguided
hashers into following him over
the A3; but Body Shop and
Glow Worm at once saw we had

NEW DR WHO,  SAME OLD
DR DEATH -  THE

LOOKALIKE FOR LORD
DAVID OWEN

Grand Master :
Popeye

(Peter Cave)
07982 278467(m)
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and
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First things first: gratitude to
Bonn Bugle and Jackie for the
food we ate at the AGM in the
Peaslake Hall. BB’s contacts
include a Pakistani tailor
whose wife offered the curry
we consumed with such
pleasure (even if the beer ran
out), and our two ladies did
the rest. Excellent.

We also acquired a new
committee, though you would
be forgiven for not realising
this today. No GM, only one
JM, who arrived after the
Circle, no RA, no new Hare
Razor; ah well, it was Easter.
So we were landed with rather
familiar faces from last year’s
lot. You will have seen that our
new mast head does carry the

to enter the airfield, where
once our founder Jim Raper
threatened to shoot the farmer.
Ah, heady days!

Now a check - the only one
to bring the pack briefly
together - which took a while
to solve, largely because no
one could hear the feeble
calling of Dormouse and
Nelson, so that Doug the Tub
and FRB had to solve it all
over again. There was also the
shiggy to discourage the
dainty-footed.

That was only the start. The
shiggy got deeper and wetter
the further we went. Full marks
to Soozi, in shocking pink, up
there with the FRBs,
unperturbed by the mud and

water, back with the best of
them in time to appear for the
Circle in stunning black.

The front runners came in
after 72 minutes. Next to
emerge was Bumble, who had
no idea where he had been or
why; then Body Shop, who
had ignobly shrugged off the
pack who were relying on his
prowess. The pack were back
some 30 minutes after the
FRBs, so we proceeded to a
Circle - Terminator needed
another 15, as it proved.

Visitors included a front
runner from Cheshire, whom
TO christened No Lights - no,
don’t ask why, Do You
became No Dancing for
equally obscure reasons. We

had a virgin, Tony, and from
the Berlin Hash Kiss Me Kindl
with Hand on the Horse.

The Biermeister’s pooch was
left in the car park, appearing
absurdly in the Circle wrapped
in a flak jacket to escape the
remonstrances of the RSPCA.

Dr Death had failed to warn
the Half Moon - which has no
car park anyway - of our
imminent advent for Easter; so
they were pulling away at
Shere Drop to prepare us a
new barrel while the queue
became impatient. But nothing
troubles Dr Death’s serenity,
though he did express mild
surprise that we solved his
trail so fast.
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A24 South from Dorking. At Beare Green roundabout take
Capel turnoff. After 1.4 miles turn left into Mortimer Road
and immediately right into the Memorial Hall car park. Park
tidily.

1827 18-Apr Glow Worm &
Stilton

Betchworth

1828 25 -Apr Lord Raleigh Brockham

1829 02-May J.Arthur

1831 09-May ET/Strumpet/ Headley

1832 16-May Puffer

1833 23-May Uncle Gerry

1834 30-May Simple

Run 1826

Date 11-Apr-2010

Hare The Boundah

Venue Capel

On-On The Crown (RH5 5JY)

OS TQ 176 409

Postcode RH5 5LB

Surrey
Atlas

p178 D6

117.     In the last 3,500 years, there have been
approximately 230 years of peace throughout the
civilized world.

118.     The Black Death reduced the population of
Europe by one third in the period from 1347 to
1351.

119.      The average person spends about two
years on the phone in a lifetime.

120.      Length of beard an average man would
grow if he never shaved: 27.5 feet

Anything to get rid of the disaster that was here!

12 June — SH3 Summer Ball!!  A tradition revived!
 Mo and Portaloo are  and arranging Surrey’s Summer Ball at the
Mercure Thames Hotel Staines.

Separate Flyer on its way.
17 July — SH3 Day-out to Mersea Island
 Teq and (Essex lad) ET are organising a day out with: Hash,
Brewery, Vinyard and Oyster beds - Coach from Bookham. Price
TBD. Email: mersea@surreyh3.org if interested.

Friday 2nd April - Good Friday. Passion Play was Brilliant
very moving; quite a story - Teq

etc... FRB ?


